Bonding Square Knitting Pattern

5” Textured Baby Bonding Square in DK yarn
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Materials

30g of DK yarn
1 x pair 4mm needles

Tension

22sts and 30 rows over stocking stitch on 4mm needles

Abbreviations

K -knit, Sts-stitches, Sl1-Slip one stitch

BONDING SQUARE (Make 2 alike, one for parent, and one for baby)

Cast on 31sts

1st row - k3, * sl1, k3, repeat from * to end
2nd row - k3, * bring yarn to front of work and sl1, throw yarn to back of work, k3, repeat from * to end
3rd row - k1, * sl1, k3, repeat from * to last 2sts, sl1, k1
4th row - k1, * bring yarn to front of work and sl1, throw yarn to back of work, k3, repeat from * to last 2sts, bring yarn to front of work and sl1, throw yarn to back of work, k1

Repeat the last 4 rows 13 times more, so a total of 56 rows have been worked. Cast off.
Darn in ends.
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